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Abstract.
This paper presents a systematical comparison of pointing gestures in the context of controlling home appliances in smart homes. The pointing gestures were
conducted with head, hand, arm and a computer mouse serving as baseline. To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to report on such a systematical
comparison of the mentioned modalities. Our results indicate that although being overall slower and more inaccurate than hand and arm gestures, head gestures are more suitable for mid air input than previous research indicated. We
show that disadvantages like slowness and inaccuracy can be compensated by a
larger target size. In addition, head gestures have the largest learning effect.
Considering our results and the possibilities head gestures would provide in daily life, we recommend thinking of head gestures as a feasible input modality
besides hand and arm gestures.
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Introduction

In recent years, smart homes have gained more and more attention from the research
community. Due to the increased accessibility of low cost sensors like the Microsoft
Kinect and other depth cameras, the vision of a ubiquitous gestural interface for smart
homes increasingly becomes a reality. Accordingly, mid air interaction has been a big
topic in recent research [1, 4, 6, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 19, 20, 23].
However, all the aforementioned projects have in common that they focus on
gestures performed with the complete or at least part of the arm. In contrast, little
research has been done to analyse the feasibility of head gestures as an appropriate
alternative. The few research projects covering head gestures are mostly motivated by
impairments of users whereby head-based interaction is the only possible form of mid
air interaction [9, 11]. Other projects simply focused on the detection of head gestures
[8]. However, little is known about the performance of head gestures compared to
gestures performed with arm or hand.

We consider this an issue for smart homes interaction research, since head gestures could be useful in many scenarios, including working, cooking and leisure activities. For example, imagine typing a letter on your PC at late afternoon. As it turns
dark, you would like to turn the light on. Instead of moving your hand away from the
keyboard, performing a gesture, and moving your hand back to the keyboard, all
needs to be done is moving your head in the direction of the lamp. In this scenario, it
is not even necessary to interrupt your writing. The same goes for adjusting the heat
of the oven while chopping vegetables, and turning the music off while reading a
book: using head gestures, it could still be possible to control home appliances with
no (or just a very short) interruption of the main task. Appliances could be controlled
directly or through a graphical interface. Graphical interfaces could be displayed either on an ambient display or projected near the device.
To find out more about the performance of head movements in comparison to
hand and arm gestures, we designed and conducted a study, which is, to the best of
our knowledge, the first to give insights on the relative performance of head, hand and
arm gestures, compared to mouse input as a baseline. We consulted pointing gestures
due to their simplicity; such movements are not bound to a certain context and occur
frequently in our daily communication. In addition, pointing gestures can be used for
a variety of functions, such as turning on and off any device, selecting devices and
things, and interacting with graphical interfaces. So far, most research comparing
different mid air input techniques has focused on comparing movements of parts of
the arm [2, 3, 5, 20].
Our main contributions in this paper therefore are (1) a quantitative evaluation of
pointing performance across different modalities and (2) a relative comparison showing the differences between pointing modalities.
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User study

2.1

Participants

We invited 37 participants (six male; mean age: 22 (SE: 0.58)) to take part in our
user study. All participants were students of the local universities psychology department; two of them were left-handed. All participants received course credits for their
participantion.
2.2

Study design

The participants’ task was to point at several targets. The configuration of the
targets is shown in figure 1. The layout was designed in consideration of the recommendations by Soukoreff and MacKenzie [22]. As depicted, 17 targets were arranged.
The centre target is further referred to as home. The remaining 16 circles result from
the combination of the independent variables direction (up, down, left and right), size
(small and large), and distance to home (short and long). The diameter of the small
targets was 3.6 cm and 11 cm for the large targets. The shorter distance was 18 cm
from the centre of home to the centres of the targets-to-reach and 54 cm for the longer

Fig. 1. Target configuration: 16 targets, two
sizes and distances to the centre target (“home”)
as well as four directions. At each position, both
small and large targets are depicted.

(a) Head

(b) Hand

(c) Arm

(d) Mouse

Fig. 2. The four input modalities
head hand, arm, and mouse.

distance. The resulting indexes of difficulty according to [22] were 1.4, 2.6, and 4
bits. Pointing tasks were performed in a seated position, central to and with 2.5m
distances to the projected targets.
The participants' task was to select the currently presented target in less than
three seconds by moving a cursor from home (middle) to the currently visible target.
Thereby a dwell time of 0.6 seconds had to be completed for successful selection (the
dwell time was included in the maximum selection time). As a proper selection mechanism is needed to avoid the Midas Touch problem, we used dwelling. Dwelling does
not need a second input modality like buttons or voice commands, and according to
[21], is a proper selection technique for mid air interaction especially concerning users’ perceived quality and selection accuracy. The order of target appearance was
randomized; a complete round was composed of all 16 targets, whereby only home
and the respective target circle were visible. For each modality, every participant
passed 10 rounds. A target circle appeared when the cursor rested on home and disappeared after the feedback was given. If a target was successfully selected, it was
marked green and a success tone was played. Otherwise, the target was marked red
and an unpleasant no-success tone resounded.
Using this set-up, we compared the four input modalities head, hand, arm and
mouse as depicted in figure 2. Head pointing was achieved by moving the head. To
point with their hand, participants placed their elbow on an armrest. Arm pointing was
performed out of the shoulder joint with the complete arm outstretched. As surface for
the mouse, an armrest was used. Every participant had to use all four input modalities
for all target sizes, distances and directions, resulting in a 4 X 2 X 2 X 4 factorial
within subject design. The order of the modalities was counterbalanced. As dependent variables we measured "time to succeed": the duration it took to successfully select an envisaged target, starting when the target appeared and ending when the target

was successfully selected (only successful selections were used); and "success rate":
the amount of successfully selected targets among all presented targets.
2.3

Procedure

After explaining the background, purpose and course of the study, participants
signed an informed consent. Every participant was given time to acquaint with all
input modalities. When the participants felt ready, we started with the first modality
as described above. When the modalities changed, participants where given as much
time as they needed to familiarise with the new input technique. During the course of
the study, participants could take breaks at any time.
2.4

Gesture recognition

To recognise the head, arm and hand movements, we used the marker based optical
tracking system OptiTrack [18] because of its accuracy. Participants wore either a cap
or a finger ring (depending on the tested input modality); both were equipped with
retro-reflecting markers, as can be seen in figure 2. The markers were tracked with
eight cameras, places around the sitting position of the participants. The system was
calibrated as suggested by the manufacturer, resulting in millimeter accuracy. For
each wearable, a rigid body was defined. To calculate the coordinates of the cursor
participants had to move, ray casting was implemented. Therefor, the position of the
particular rigid body and its orientation were retrieved using the NatNetSDK [17].
The position of the rigid body served as the starting point of the ray, while the rigid
bodies’ orientation defined the direction of the ray. To avoid natural hand tremor to
disturb the cursor position, the 1€-Filter [7] was implemented. The intercept was set
to 0.6 while beta was set to 0.04.
2.5

Results

Overall results. Figure 3 shows the resulting "time to succeed" and "success rate" for
each modality. As can be seen, mouse was the fastest input modality (m = 1524.6ms,
SE = 17.45), followed by arm (m = 1790.0ms, SE = 21.93), hand (m = 1795.9ms, SE
= 26.93) and head (m = 2042.2ms, SE = 17.46). The same pattern can be observed for
the success rate, with mouse being the most successful (m = 99.6%, SE = 0.24) followed by arm (m = 91.4%, SE = 0.91), hand (m = 87.9%, SE = 2.03) and head (m =
76.7%, SE = 1.75).
Due to inhomogeneity of variances, a Friedman test was used to compare time to
success and success rates of the four input modalities. The Friedman test revealed that
2
both "time to succeed" and "success rate" differ significantly (Χ (3) = 95.23, p < 0.01
2
and Χ (3) = 84.34, p < 0.01 respectively). Regarding the time to succeed, a pairwise
comparison of all modalities with t-tests (normality was assured by Shapiro-Wilks
tests) showed that except for hand and arm, the differences between all modalities are
significant (p < 0.001). To pairwise compare the success rate, Wilkoxon-Sign-Rank

tests were used since the data was not normally distributed. As with the time to succeed, the only not significant (p < 0.01) difference was between hand and arm.
Results according to distance from centre. As expected, targets within the short
distance from the centre were faster and more accurately selected than the targets
within the longer distance. This holds true for all input modalities. Figure 4 shows the
mean time to succeed and the success rate for targets with short and targets with long
distance to the centre.

Fig. 3. Mean time to succeed (a)) and success rate (b)) for targets with short (inner) and long
(outer) distance to home.

Results according to target size. Figure 4 shows the mean times to succeed and the
mean success rates. For the mean times to succeed, the same pattern as described
above could be found, with mouse being the fastest modality followed by hand, arm
and head for both target sizes. The main difference is that larger targets could be selected faster than smaller ones, as expected. The same is true for the success rates for
the smaller targets. The success rates for the larger targets, however, deviate from this
pattern in two ways. First, all success rates are rather high with above 96%. Second,
2
although a Friedmans test showed that the input modalities differ significantly (Χ (3)
= 82.85, p < 0.001), there is no significant difference between the success rate for
head gestures and the success rate for hand gestures, as pairwise comparisons with
Wilcoxon Sign Rank tests showed.

Fig. 4. Mean time to succeed (a)) and success rate (b)) for large and small targets.

Figure 4 also shows that the reaction of ponderous effectors (like head) to an increased index of difficulty is stronger, as proposed in [15].
Learning effects. Figure 5 shows the success rate for each of the ten rounds for
all target sizes, large targets and small targets. As can be seen, the improvement is
especially high for head gestures.
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Fig. 5. Accuracy for all four modalities for every round for all target sizes (a)), and small
targets (b).

During the ten rounds of our study trial, participants improved their success rate in
head pointing from 66.9% in the first round to 78.6% in the last round. For small targets, this increase was even higher, from 41.4% to 61.7%. A Friedmans test revealed
that the overall differences among the pointing modalities are significant (p < 0.001).
A pairwise comparison with Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests showed that the differences
between mouse and head, hand and arm respectively were significant (p < 0.05).
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Discussion

A key finding of the presented study is the performance of head-based pointing
gestures. Although being the slowest and most error-prone pointing modality (compared to the overall results), the performance difference to selection gestures based on
head, hand or arm movements is smaller than expected (time to succeed: 268.2ms and
253.7ms respectively, success rate: 14.4% and 11.2% respectively). Furthermore,
head pointing can be comparably successful, if an appropriate target size is available.
Despite being labeled ''large'' and ''small'' the current target sizes are in fact rather
small. With 11 cm in diameter, the large circles are comparable to the size of most
modern light switches. Our results showed that at this size, head pointing can be compared to hand pointing and hast a relatively high success rate. It should also be considered that mid air interaction is predominantly used over certain distances; consequently, active selection fields in smart home environments have to feature an appropriate extent to ensure smooth and trouble-free interaction.
We also observed learning effects among all mid air interaction modalities, with
head-based pointing featuring the largest performance increase. It is obvious that new
input techniques (in this case head pointing) lead to difficulties, particularly at the

beginning and that subjects will initially perform worse compared to more usual
movements (e.g. mouse input). However, the current learning results indicate, that
practicing head-based pointing behaviour brings out the capacity for quick and precise
interaction beyond the conventional motor pathways for pointing. This should not
only open the possibility for alternative input channels but may enable simultaneous
working steps and bypasses the necessity of interrupting parallel tasks.
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Conclusion

This paper presented a comparative study of pointing gestures performed with
head, hand, arm and mouse pointing gestures. We systematically compared all three
modalities in a pointing task with regard to "time to succeed" and "success rate". The
intresults indicated that head-based pointing gestures can perform almost equally well
compared to arm or hand movements; always assuming that targets feature an appropriate size. Furthermore, target selection performance over an extended period exhibited a steeper learning curve for head-based movements in comparison to the alternative input modalities.
Considering the presented results and the current state of research regarding head
gestures, we strongly recommend thinking of head gestures as a feasible alternative or
at least additional way to interact in future smart home applications.
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